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Abstract: Single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (smFRET) is a powerful tool to investigate the
dynamics of biomolecular events in real time. However, it
requires two fluorophores and can be applied only to dynamics
that accompany large changes in distance between the mole-
cules. Herein, we introduce a method for kinetic analysis based
on control of fluorescence blinking (KACB), a general
approach to investigate the dynamics of biomolecules by
using a single fluorophore. By controlling the kinetics of the
redox reaction the blinking kinetics or pattern can be
controlled to be affected by microenvironmental changes
around a fluorophore (rKACB), thereby enabling real-time
single-molecule measurement of the structure-changing
dynamics of nucleic acids.

Advances in single-molecule fluorescence microscopy in the
last two decades have allowed us to reveal many important
biochemical and cellular processes.[1–5] Single-molecule fluo-
rescence measurement is especially effective for investigating
the dynamic reaction and motion of biomolecules.[6–10] One of
the most successful approaches is the observation of fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer between a single pair of
fluorophores (smFRET).[11–14] The dynamics of distance
changes between two sites on biomolecules or between two
different molecules can be measured by monitoring time-
dependent fluctuation in the donor and acceptor fluorescence
signals. This information is usually inaccessible in ensemble
measurements due to a lack of synchronization of dynamic

motions or of the reactions of biomolecules. While smFRET is
a powerful tool and offers fruitful information on various
dynamic reactions and the motions of biomolecules, it never-
theless has two disadvantages. One is that it can be applied
only to dynamics that accompany large distance changes
between two fluorophores (> 2 nm). The other is the need to
label biomolecules with two fluorophores. Thus the develop-
ment of a method that requires the labeling of only a single
fluorophore to provide dynamic information on biomolecules
is highly desired.

To date, chemists have developed various environment-
sensitive fluorophores.[15–20] These fluorophores undergo fluo-
rescence intensity and lifetime changes or spectral shifts
related to microenvironmental changes around the fluoro-
phore. Environment-sensitive changes in the fluorescence
intensity and lifetime of Cy3 have been successfully applied to
the observation of the dynamics of protein–nucleic acid
interactions.[21,22] However, it is still often challenging to
achieve sufficient time resolution in single-molecule dynamic
analysis based on environment-sensitive fluorophores.

Fluorescent signals from a single fluorophore often blink,
reflecting time-dependent fluctuations between bright (ON)
and dark (OFF) states.[23–26] While background fluorescence is
a common obstacle in single-molecule fluorescence micros-
copy, a single fluorescence molecule exhibiting a controlled
unique blinking pattern can be readily read out even against
a high-fluorescence background. Blinking can occur in
response to various chemical reactions and is involved in
super-resolution microscopy.[27–29] Recently, we focused on
control of the blinking kinetics or patterns to reflect micro-
environment changes around the fluorophore. The kinetics of
a reaction concomitant with blinking can be measured from
the duration of the ON state (tON) and that of the OFF state
(tOFF) with a microsecond time resolution using fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS). We developed a method we
termed kinetic analysis based on the control of fluorescence
blinking (KACB). In KACB, the nature of the OFF state
plays the key role. The OFF state should form reversibly and
should persist longer than one microsecond. KACB based on
the formation of the following OFF states has been reported:
a) a triplet state resulting from intersystem crossing,[30] b) a
reduced state triggered by photoinduced electron trans-
fer,[31–33] c) an isomerized state formed by trans-to-cis photo-
isomerization.[34] Since these OFF states are triggered by
photoirradiation and hence the tON value varies depending on
the power intensity of the irradiation laser or the excitation
efficiency, microenvironmental changes around the fluoro-
phore are monitored by the tOFF. KACB allowed us to
discriminate between DNA conformations around a fluoro-
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phore, such as hairpin loops, duplexes, bulged duplexes, and
triplexes. However, these measurements were performed
under ensemble conditions, and the KACB has not been
proven to be applicable to single-molecule detection and
analysis. Herein, we show that redox-blinking-based KACB
(rKACB) can be utilized for real-time single-molecule
monitoring of the structural switching dynamics of nucleic
acids between a hairpin loop and a stem structure.

We selected ATTO 655 as a fluorophore since it possesses
high photostability and is frequently used in single- molecule
fluorescence measurements.[35–39] The reduction potential of
ATTO 655 is more positive than that of molecular oxygen
(O2),[39] and its reduced form (ATTO 655C@) reacts very slowly
with O2 (ca. s@1).[36] Thus, by using ATTO 655, rKACB can be
applied under aerobic conditions with no need for an
enzymatic oxygen-scavenging system. Redox blinking can

be triggered by adding a reductant and an oxidant to the
solution. Tinnefeld and co- workers utilized redox reactions to
increase the photostability of fluorophores by depopulating
the triplet excited state.[36, 37] In rKACB, we controlled redox
blinking by using an ascorbic acid 2-phosphate (VcP) and
iron(III) diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (FeDTPA)
reductant/oxidant pair. During the repetitive cycle of excita-
tion and emission, photoexcited ATTO 655 occasionally
reacts with VcP to form the radical anion OFF state
(ATTO 655C@). ATTO 655C@ then reacts with FeDTPA to
regenerate intact ATTO 655, thereby returning the system to
the ON state (Figure 1). rKACB relies on the accessibility of
the fluorophore to the oxidant.[31] The more a fluorophore is
exposed to a solvent, the faster the bimolecular collision
reaction occurs, resulting in a decrease in the tOFF (Figure 2a).
Since DNA has two grooves that are widely opened to the

solvent, a small oxidant such as O2

can easily access the fluorophore
even when it is intercalated with
DNA. The key element of rKACB
is refinement of the molecular
shape and size of the oxidant;
here we selected the bulky oxidant
FeDTPA to make the tOFF more
sensitive to microenvironmental
changes at nucleic acids. While
common reductant ascorbic acids

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the rKACB method. During the ON state, the fluorophore
undergoes repetitive excitation and emission cycles. It enters the OFF state through the reaction with
a reductant in the excited state to form the radical anion. The reaction of the radical anion OFF state
with an oxidant regenerates the intact fluorophore to regenerate the ON state.

Figure 2. Discrimination between a hairpin and a duplex structure by rKACB. a) Design of molecular-beacon-type probe 1. b) Representative
fluorescence time trace obtained from a single 1 (hairpin loop) and 1:2 (duplex) molecule attached to the glass surface in the presence of
100 mm VcP and 0.5 mm FeDTPA. c) Autocorrelation analysis of fluorescence time traces in (b). d, e) Histograms of tOFF values measured from
more than 50 individual ATTO 655 modified DNA molecules for each indicated FeDTPA concentration for hairpin loop 1 (d) and duplex 1:2 (e).
f) Stern–Volmer plots for the electron-transfer reaction between ATTO 655C@ and FeDTPA.
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reacted directly with FeDTPA and thus could not be used, the
slightly weaker reductant VcP[40] served as a nice redox pair
with FeDTPA.

rKACB was first tested for discrimination between a hair-
pin loop and a duplex conformation of DNA. ATTO 655 was
attached at the loop region of the molecular-beacon-type
probe 1 to expose it to the solvent. In the presence of the
target gene human T-cell lymphotropic virus type 2 DNA
[AF412314] (2),[41] ATTO 655 was buried in the context of the
duplex (1:2) (Figure 2a). The molecular-beacon-type probe
was tethered with biotin at the 5’-end and was immobilized on
a glass surface through well-established streptavidin–biotin
chemistry.

By utilizing confocal microscopy, the fluorophore was
searched and fluorescence intensity fluctuation was measured
by using an avalanche photodiode (APD).[42] Typical time-
dependent fluorescence fluctuation signals for 1 and 1:2, each
recorded under 100 mm VcP and 0.5 mm FeDTPA, are shown
in Figure 2 b. Two-state ON and OFF blinking and one-step
bleaching was observed, thus indicating that signals were
obtained from a single ATTO 655 (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). The difference in blinking patterns
between the two DNA structures is clearly distinguishable at
a glance. Fast blinking was observed for ATTO 655 at the
hairpin loop region, while ATTO 655 in the context of
a duplex, where it is buried, showed slow blinking kinetics
(Figure 2b; see Movie S1). rKACB was measured under
various concentrations of FeDTPA, and a tOFF corresponding
to the lifetime of ATTO 655C@ was obtained through auto-
correlation analysis using the following Equation (1)[43–45]

(Figure 2c).

G tð Þ ¼ 1þ tOFF

tON

. -
exp @t

1
tOFF
þ 1

tON

. -. -
ð1Þ

Figure 2d,e shows histograms of the tOFF measured from
more than 50 individual ATTO 655-modified DNA molecules
for each FeDTPA concentration. The tOFF was determined
from the Gaussian fit. The tOFF decreased with an increase in
the concentration of FeDTPA due to an increase in the
collision probability. Thus the blinking pattern can be tuned
by varying the concentration of the oxidant (see Figure S2).
The bimolecular electron-transfer rate constant kET between
ATTO 655C@ and FeDTPA was determined through Stern–
Volmer analysis. By plotting 1/tOFF against the concentration
of FeDTPA, a linear relationship was obtained (Figure 2 f),
and kET was determined from the slope of the linear plot
according to Equation (2),[31]

1
tOFF

¼ 1
t0
þ kET FeDTPA½ A ð2Þ

where t0 is the tOFF in the absence of FeDTPA. As designed,
the kET obtained for ATTO 655 was 11-fold larger when
positioned at the hairpin loop region than when buried in the
context of a duplex. This allows the monitoring of conforma-
tional changes between hairpin and a duplex structure at the
single-molecule level. The reaction rate of a short-lived and
usually non-emissive radical ion was conventionally deter-

mined through a transient absorption measurement. It is
noteworthy that the bimolecular electron-transfer rate con-
stant obtained herein was determined from fewer than 200
molecules, which is at least 1012 times fewer than the quantity
typically required for transient absorption measurements
(> 1 nmol). The difference in the kET values obtained for
hairpin loop and duplex structures was larger than that
obtained when R6G was used as a fluorophore (3.7-fold
difference).[31] This difference between R6G and ATTO 655
may stem from incomplete stacking of rhodamine dyes in the
context of a duplex structures, as suggested in previous
studies.[33, 46] This is in line with our previous report that the
nature of the fluorophore used is critically important for
sensitive read-out of the microenvironment around the
fluorophore in rKACB.[31]

To investigate whether rKACB is effective at monitoring
the conformational switching dynamics of nucleic acids, we
performed real-time single-molecule analysis of conforma-
tional switching of the preQ1 riboswitch from Fusobacterium
nucleatum mRNA.[47, 48] This is the smallest known riboswitch,
and its folding process has attracted attention as a model
system to understand riboswitch folding.[49] Its aptamer
domain specifically recognizes 7-aminomethyl-7-deazagua-
nine (preQ1) and controls gene expression through ligand-
mediated conformational switching. Using NMR spectrosco-
py, Micura and co-workers demonstrated that the riboswitch
adopts two different coexisting stem-loop structures, fold A
and fold B (Figure 3a).[48] The equilibrium of this bistable
stem-loop segment were shown to shift to the fold B structure
in the presence of preQ1. We introduced ATTO 655 between
positions A46 and A47 so as to bury ATTO 655 in the stem in
the fold A structure while leaving it exposed to the solvent in
the fold B structure.

rKACB was performed with 0.2 mm FeDTPA for preQ1

riboswitch RNA attached to a glass surface for 20 molecules
in the absence and 20 in the presence of 1 mm preQ1, with total
observation times of 956 sec and 752 sec, respectively. The
fluctuation between the slow blinking pattern corresponding
to ATTO 655 at the stem (fold A) and the fast blinking
pattern corresponding to that at the loop (fold B) was
analyzed (Figure 3b, Figure S3). Histograms of tOFF values
are shown in Figure 3c. The two distributions, corresponding
to slow blinking (stem) and fast blinking (loop), show that
structural changes can be analyzed by a two-state model.
Figure 3d shows histograms of the duration of the stem
structure (tStem) and loop structure (tLoop) that each followed
a single-exponential distribution. The kinetics of the struc-
tural changes from fold A to fold B (kA!B), and from fold B to
fold A (kB!A), were determined from the single-exponential
fit of the distributions of tStem and tLoop, respectively. The
revealed kinetics of conformational switching between fold A
and fold B structures were in the same order as for the preQ1

induced structural switching rate obtained from stopped-flow
measurements.[48] The addition of 1 mm preQ1 resulted in an
increase in kA!B, while kB!A was almost unaffected. The
equilibrium constant obtained from these rate constants (K =

kA!B/kB!A) demonstrates that K shifts further toward fold B
in the presence of 1 mm preQ1, which is in line with the report
by Micura and co-workers.[48] These results clearly demon-
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strate that the kinetics of structural changes of nucleic acids
can be studied by rKACB at the single-molecule level.

In summary, we have demonstrated the rKACB method,
which enables single-molecule real-time analysis of structural
switching dynamics of nucleic acids between stem and loop
structures. Subtle conformational changes in nucleic acids
cannot be accessed by the conventional smFRET, and thus
rKACB revealed unique dynamic information on nucleic
acids. rKACB relies on blinking pattern changes that reflect
the accessibility of a fluorophore to the oxidant. It can be
applied to various systems by properly choosing the labeling
site of a fluorophore so that its accessibility to the oxidant can
be changed according to the structural or interaction dynam-
ics of interest. The kinetics of blinking would be further tuned
for each system by changing the shape and size of the oxidant
and also by changing the concentration of the oxidant.
rKACB, which requires labeling with only a single fluoro-
phore and is easy to implement and provides a general and
powerful tool for studying the structural and interaction
dynamics of biomolecules.
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